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Both experimental and theoretical studies indicate that large scale hypervelocity 
impacts produce significant amount of impact vapor during cratering [I, 21. Most of the 
impact vapor escapes a planet without an atmosphere or with a thin atmosphere [3]; even the 
terrestrial atmosphere cannot contain vapor cloud [4]. The extremely dense atmosphere of 
Venus, however, can contain the vapor cloud generated by a lower angle impact [5]. A 
portion of the impact vapor retains the energy, mass, and translational momentum largely 
decoupled from later stage vapor/melt generation and excavation of the target. The present 
study assesses the dimensions of the zone on Venus where the impactor-driven vapor cloud 
interferes with later ejecta emplacement. The purpose is to derive constraints on the vapor 
cloud motion including the downrange velocity and expansion velocity. 

Impact Vapor Clouds on Venus: Runout flows on Venus indicate an origin initially 
controlled by the impactors. Runout flows of oblique impact craters occur downrange with 
some examples climbing up slope before redirected by gravity. Such observations led to the 
hypothesis that an impact vapor cloud produced by an oblique impact has a large translational 
downrange momentum [5]. A hemispherical shock formed by the impact vapor explosion 
expands radially, carrying away the kinetic energy of the vapor cloud. This energy coupling 
between inner vapor cloud and surrounding air cools the vapor cloud and results in vapor 
condensation. The vapor condensates contribute runout flows on the surface but represent 
only a portion of the total energy partitioned to internal energy (impact melt/vapor) of the 
target. The downrange motion decelerates very quickly due to drag forces. Interference 
between this early-stage process and later stage ballistic ejection produces an interference 
zone exhibiting turbulent emplacement styles. This interference zone resembles a parabola 
open downrange with a shape qualitatively related to impact angle (based on the asymmetry 
of later stage ejecta deposites). 

Observation: Selected craters with well defined ejecta interference zones provide a 
quantitative measure of the relative effects of lateral expansion and downrange deceleration. 
Impact angle is estimated by uprange ejecta missing zone according to [5] with an error of 
+20%. Projectile size is estimated using both the scaling law for crater diameter [7] 
including 25% of crater widening and a scaling law based on dimensions of central structure 
of a crater [8]. But the derived sizes agree very well. Runout distance of a flow is defined as 
the distance from the uprange edge of the interior structure of the crater (central peak and 
peak ring) and the point where the flow direction begins to be controlled by topography. 
The uprange edge of the central structure of the crater is a first-order indicator of first contact 
point between the impactor and the target [5]. 

Even though the estimate of impact angle is only approximate, a systematic increase in 
runout distance relative to width of ejecta interference zone with decreasing impact angle is 
observed: The ratio of runout distance of the flow to width of ejecta interference zone 
increases from about 1.1 for relatively high impact angle (-40') to 1.4 for lower angle ( 
-lo0). The ratio for an extremely low angle ( d o )  elongate crater approaches 2.5. This 
supports the hypothesis that the downrange motion of vapor cloud is controlled by an initial 
momentum inherited from the impactor. 

Fluid dynamic Calculation: An analytical fluid dynarnical model calculation provides 
an estimate of the downrange velocity of vapor clouds for the selected craters. The radial 
expansion of the vapor is described by Taylor's approximation [9]. The shock front expands 
in proportion to t2 I5  where t is time. But when shock detaches from the vaporlair interface, 
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the interface expands with time raised to a power of 2 / 5 y. This provides the vapor cloud 
dimensions. The deceleration of translational motion of a vapor cloud is described by 

where m, u, C,, p,,, and R are mass, translational velocity, drag coefficient, and radius of 

the vapor cloud, respectively. Drag coefficient, C,, depends on shape of the vapor cloud, 
which is assumed to approximate a sphere with C, about 0.5 [lo]. But if the cloud 

hydrodynamically reshapes itself, CD can be much smaller and vary with time [I 11. 
This simple analytical model reproduces the observed quasi-parabolic shape of ejecta 

interference zone, which becomes more elongate with decreasing impact angle due to a higher 
initial translational velocity. But absolute values for the derived initial translational vapor 
cloud velocities required to fit the observed interference zones typically appear to be higher 
than reasonable values of the impactor velocities. This result possibly indicates that the drag 
coefficient for the vapor cloud is much smaller due to aerodynamic reshaping during 
deceleration. 

Summary: Dimensions of the ejecta interference zone were measured for a number of 
selected craters. Runout distances increase as impact angle decreases, but very high initial 
vapor cloud velocities are derived. These observations are consistent with a vapor cloud has 
a significant impactor component, which is physically decoupled from later stage excavations 
for lower angle impacts (<30°). More detailed analyses should allow inverting observations 
to give better estimates of initial impact conditions. 
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